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Theoretical Basis: Substance use disorder therapies

Approach: In our Virtual Reality Cue Exposure (VRCE) we

Goal: Our prototype solution can impact basic neuroscience and neuroimaging

aim to interrupt addiction at various points in the cycle.
The planned tool aims to assist in assessment the
progression from encountering a substance cue, to
experiencing an urge to use, to actually using a substance

can consistently and measurably present a variety of virtual
stimuli and environments that might illicit or inhibit drug or
food seeking activity. Using a widely available commercial VR
platform (e.g., Oculus Rift/Samsung Gear) and software
(Unity) subjects can engage a customized and immersive 3D
VR world containing high quality graphics and sounds that
typically trigger relapse. In our VR experience, patients can
navigate through the challenges in cue exposure,
environments and social situations and complete ratings to
assess response.

research related to addiction and obesity by providing a more convenient and
valid means to measure the effect of cues and the corresponding brain
response.

Potential Value: Measuring the impact of behavioral
treatment approaches for substance use and eating
disorders is essential to developing new treatments and
assessing the value obtained from existing treatments.

Problem: Brain activation patterns associated with cue
reactivity and craving in patients with substance use
depend on reliable and valid duplication of real world cues
in the form of substances, environments and social
situations. Unfortunately, assessment of the effects of cueexposure and measurement of brain response using
typical cue presentation tools is hindered by a lack of an
authentic environment. Virtual Reality (VR) offers
investigators a solution with high ecological validity given
its ability to present specific visual and auditory stimuli in
proper social and environmental context, and also high
internal validity given its ability to control exposure
parameters. The potential value of VR to measure the
perceived impact of presented cues, social situations, and
environments extends across the full range of substances
including nicotine/cigarettes, alcohol, cocaine,
methamphetamine, cannabis and obesity/food.
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Future Directions: In the near future, sensors for VR head
mounted displays will identify visual focus and emotional reaction in
virtual environments; thus more direct correlation of the patient’s cue
response with brain activity may be possible
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